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Obama address,
bells to mark 50
years since
King’s ‘Dream’
speech

Washington, Reuters-Words
from the first black US president
and bell ringing around the world
on Wednesday will mark 50 years
to the minute that civil rights
leader Martin Luther King ended
his landmark “I have a dream”
speech.
Capping a week long celebration
of King’s historic call for racial
and economic justice, President
Barack Obama will speak at the
Lincoln Memorial, site of King’s
address on August 28, 1963.
The “Let Freedom Ring and Call
to Action” ceremony comes as
almost half of Americans say
much more needs to be done
before the color-blind society
King envisioned is realized.
Former Presidents Jimmy Carter
and Bill Clinton also will address
the crowd at the ceremony, which
includes bell-ringing at 3 p.m.
EDT (1900 GMT), 50 years to the
minute after King ended his
clarion call of the civil rights
movement with the words “let
freedom ring.”
About 50 US communities or
organizations have said they will
ring bells. The Swiss city of
Lutry and Tokyo are also taking
part, said Atlanta’s King Center,
one of the event’s organizers.
Other organizers include the
National Action Network of civil
rights leader Al Sharpton, the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference and the National
Council of Churches. The
ceremony follows an interfaith
service at Shiloh Baptist Church
in Washington, organizers said.
Obama’s address will wrap up
more than a week of Washington
events around the anniversary.
They included a march on
Saturday that drew thousands of
people urging action on jobs,
voting rights and gun violence.
King, a black clergyman and
advocate of non-violence, was
among six organizers of the 1963
“March on Washington for Jobs
and Freedom,” where he made his
address.
King’s speech is credited with
helping spur passage of sweeping
civil rights laws. A white prison
escapee assassinated the Nobel
Peace Prize winner in 1968.
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Let This Obscenity Stop!
Husam Itani

It is hard to find words fit for publication to describe the reactions of the
axis of Mumanaa – ‘Defiance’ – to the fury of Western and Arab countries
over Bashar al-Assad’s chemical massacre in Ghouta, the agricultural belt
surrounding Damascus. Assad and his allies want to exercise the ‘right’ to
kill Syrians with impunity. They do not see anything that requires
responding in the murder of more than 1,500 Syrians, most of whom
women and children – just like they see no reason to object to their use of
explosive barrels against people queuing outside bakeries, bombing
Aleppo with Scuds, and slaughtering the people of Daria, Hula, Jdeidet
Artouz, Beida, Banias, and dozens of other Syrian cities and villages.
The ‘ugly American’ and his European and Arab agents have no right to
object to the daily ordinary killing practiced by the Syrian regime against
its people, as the advocates of Mumanaa proclaim […].
The discourse used by the advocates of Mumanaa, a discourse full of
hatred, bloodshed, and manifestations of an inferiority complex and exces-
sive machismo, is not strange. Deriding the West, accusing all those who
have different views of collaboration and treason, and using all kinds of
obscenities, is but proof of a terrible inability to reconcile claims about
resistance, patriotism, pan-Arabism, and honor, on the one hand, with the
implicit realization that this body of claims is unsustainable without a set
of gulags, torture, rape of women and children, and outright lying, on the
other hand. Indeed, there is an organic relationship between the former
‘superstructure’ and the latter devilish ‘paradigm.’
The stark contradictions in the discourse of the advocates of Mumanaa
were never worthy of discussions or deconstruction. Indeed, this discourse
was nothing more than a superficial amalgamation of the leftovers of
dying ideologies. Meanwhile, the true and only purpose of said discourse
is to camouflage the fact that minorities – i.e. political, sectarian, and par-
tisan – have taken control over the lives of our peoples using as a pretext a
battle that whenever it draws closer, the more absurd it appears. To be
sure, is there anything more absurd than accusing the Palestinian people,
the primary party concerned with the cause, of treason, and its most repre-
sentative factions of collaboration?
All this is well known yet it is only half of the problem.
The second half lies in the phenomena that the Syrian opposition has only
aggravated. Two years and a half after the eruption of the uprising for the
sake of which the Syrian people have paid hundreds of thousands of dead
and injured and millions of refugees, the opposition is still unable to unite
and produce a serious leadership. The opposition continues to dither in
making a stance on the diseases that thrive in the liberated areas, such as
al-Nusra Front and the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant.
The Syrian opposition has still not appreciated the ease with which such
impairments can be exploited in the post-9/11 world and its fear of terror-
ism. This is something that the Assad regime has been able to do with the
utmost skill, while some in the opposition volunteered to defend the
groups that carry the same kind of exclusionary ideology of the regime,
albeit with religious cover. The opposition appears like it was relieved to
play the role of absolute victim. But the justice of the cause, the death of
children, the displaced women, and the refugee camps are all not enough
to formulate a modern discourse on the importance of revolution and the need
to end the tragedy initiated by a regime that belongs to the middle ages. The argu-
ments made by the Syrians linking their uprising to the concerns of the modern
world are very rare, in contrast to a disturbing abundance of articles and studies that
repeat ad nauseam what is known and recognized, namely, that the Assad regime is
evil, and the Syrian people are oppressed! The Syrian revolution is today some-
where between these two positions. The verbal division over supporting or oppos-
ing the likely U.S. strike, is therefore nothing more than another form of a meaning-
less approach, in a world teeming with issues and challenges.
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Muslim Figures

Al-Biruni

Scientific developments did not come on a silver platter. It had taken men and
women throughout the ages to create the innovations we benefit from today,
with Muslim scientists being no less involved than others. One such renowned
scholar was the great Persian scientist Aburayhan Al-Biruni.
A distinguished Muslim medieval scientist, Al-Biruni rose to fame during the
Golden Age of Islamic civilization which arguably extended between 750 CE -
1258 CE. “Al-Biruni is one the greatest scientists of all times,” Mohamed Said
Abdi, a Nairobi-based high school teacher of Islamic Studies, told OnIs-
lam.net. “He studied so many branches of science, and did a lot of practical
work on a number of scientific innovations.”
Al-Biruni has had considerable influence on modern science, but none of his
work was translated into western languages until the 20th century.
“His influence as a Muslim Scientist was above board. But in the study of his-
tory he wasn’t granted the kind of publicity he required, like those given to the
Renaissance scientists in Europe,” says Fatuma Saman, a history teacher and a
Principal at Nairobi Muslims Academy.
“This phenomenon not only affected Al-Biruni, but many Muslim medieval
scientists whose ambitious and ground-breaking discoveries were hidden under
the shelves only to gather dusts.”
However, historians believe that the role Al-Biruni played in scientific discov-
eries is by far one of remarkable achievement among not only Muslim schol-
ars, but among scientists of all times.

Polymathy

Born on September 4, 973 CE in Khwarezm, Khorasan (modern-day Uzbeki-
stan,) Al-Biruni studied science tirelessly until his death in 1052 CE.
According to many historical sources, Al-Biruni was one of the most accom-
plished scientists of the entire middle ages.
He became legendary for his intellect and ingenuity in producing revolutionary
science, leaving an indelible mark in the studies of so many disciplines. In
scholarly parlance, he is regarded as a polymath. He left nothing to chance in
his unbounded ambition for advancing the scientific understanding of his day.
He had his finger in every pie, from voluminous anthropology to complex
astronomy and astrology; from composite chemistry to comparative sociology;
from scientific mathematics to phenomenal physics; and yet more demanding
from behavioral psychology to principle philosophy.
He is on record to have said, “I have begun with geometry and proceeded to
arithmetic and the science of numbers, then to the structure of the Universe,
and finally to judicial astrology, for no one is worthy of the style and title of
astrologer who is not thoroughly conversant with these four sciences.”
English renaissance astrologer William Lilly in his book ‘Christian Astrology’
described Al-Biruni as a man of great wisdom with unmatched desire for sci-
ence during the Middle Ages.
"An excellent disputant or logician, arguing with learning and discretion, and
using much eloquence in his speech, a searcher into all kinds of mysteries and
learning, sharp and witty, learning almost anything without a teacher; ambi-
tious of being exquisite in every science, desirous naturally of travel and see-
ing foreign parts: a man of an unwearied fancy, curious in the search of any
occult knowledge; able by his own genius to produce wonders; given to divina-
tion and the more secret knowledge," Lilly wrote.
Al-Biruni is said to be the first man to carry out elaborate experiments linked
to astronomical occurrence. He pragmatically experimented and described the
solar eclipse on April 8, 1019 and the lunar eclipse on September 17, 1019.
In 1031, Al-Biruni concluded an all-embracing astronomical encyclopedia
called Kitab al-Qanun al-Mas'udi (Latinized as “Canon Mas’udicus,”) in which
he recorded his astronomical results and invented astronomical tables with log-
ical conclusions. According to Encyclopedia Britannica, Al-Biruni’s original
input into astronomy and astrology is clearly noticeable in almost every chap-
ter of the book. “Al-Biruni drew a subtle distinction between the motion of the
solar apogee and the motion of precession, and explored many other applied
mathematical techniques to achieve much higher precision and ease of use of
tabulated astronomical results,” Britannica states. According to the website
MacTutor History of Mathematics Archive, maintained by Professor John J.
O'Connor and Edmund F. Robertson at the University of St Andrews, Scotland,
Al-Biruni determined the latitude of his hometown using the maximum altitude
of the Sun at the tender age of 17.
"Important contributions to geodesy and geography were also made by Al-
Biruni. He introduced techniques to measure the Earth and distances on it
using triangulation. He found the radius of the Earth to be 6,339.6 km, a value
not obtained in the West until the 16th century,” explains the website.

146 Books

The Muslim scientist also racked his brain to expose and study gemstones and
metals. Mineralogy was one among his best findings and here he put his best
foot forward to precisely measure mineral densities.
He is said to have described about 100 known minerals, their varieties and rock
occurrences, as well as characteristics such as color, hardness, production, and
cost. “This important reference on precious stones was quoted by many later
scientists. It is the third authentic text known on mineralogy and equal preci-
sion in density measurement was not achieved in Europe until the 18th cen-
tury,” wrote James Sandusky Aber, a Professor of Geology, in his work on His-
tory of Geology. Elsewhere in anthropology, he studied the Indian community
of his century, thus becoming the father of Indology. His remarkable achieve-
ments studying the history, philosophy, medicine of India earned him the title
"the first anthropologist." According to many historians, the world’s enthusias-
tic clinch of modern anthropology could not have come easily without the pio-
neering footprint of Al-Biruni.
In a nutshell, Al-Biruni's works total 146 books. These include 35 books on
astronomy, 4 on astrolabes, 23 on astrology, 5 on chronology, 2 on time meas-
urement, 9 on geography, 10 on geodesy and mapping theory, 15 on mathemat-
ics, 2 on mechanics, 2 on medicine and pharmacology, 1 on meteorology, 2 on
mineralogy and gems, 4 on history, 2 on India, 3 on religion and philosophy,
16 literary works, 2 books on magic, and 9 unclassified books.
According to scientists, among all these works, only 22 have survived, and
only 13 of these works have been published.

www.onislam.net
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Q - How Do Muslims View Jews and Christians?

* A- Thank you very much for your question and for contacting Ask About
Islam.  I understand that the belief you mentioned, namely that “anyone who
dies before he or she attains forty years goes to heaven” is not warranted by the
teachings of the Quran or the Sunnah of the Prophet (peace and blessings be
upon him). The verse you mentioned does not mean that explanation at all.  Your
second question is about Islam and violence. For articles on the topic, visit the
following link: Religion and Violence. Islam teaches that all the prophets of God
(including those mentioned in the Bible (like Abraham, Moses and Jesus) taught
basically the same religion: namely Islam or a life of complete peaceful submis-
sion and obedience to the One and Only God. So Islam, we may say, is the latest
of the three monotheistic religions: Judaism, Christianity and Islam.  As all the
three religions were based on divine guidance, all their true followers were
“Muslims” (those who submitted peacefully to the One and Only Creator),
because they lived a life of submission to God alone. In this sense, all the pious
Jews and Christians who worshiped the One God as taught by their prophets,
were Muslims. That is to say, to Muslims the Jews and Christians are brothers
and they hope that the Jews and Christians will have the same attitude and
approach towards them.  Islam teaches that those who believe in the One True
God, and live a life of obedience to that God, expecting reward in the Hereafter,
will have nothing to fear and will not grieve. Because the Quran is clear that
Allah will not punish any one unjustly, that He will not do even the least bit of
injustice, for He says what means: {The word changes not before Me, and I do
not the least injustice to My servants.} (Al-Qaf 50:29)

Q - Is Islam a Religion for Arabs Only?

I start my answer with the word “salam” which means "peace", though your
simple and direct question caused my heart to ache! The pain I felt when I read
your question was because I was surprised that some would think that God
would limit his generous gift to a certain sect of humanity or a specific race.
Allah, the Most Merciful, is much greater than such a “discriminative” idea. Yet,
I give you all the right to get trapped in this misunderstanding if you have never
read the Qur’an, which is the holy book of Islam.
This divine generosity which I am talking about is conveyed through the way
the Qur’an confirms and asserts all principles of equality among mankind. If you
read this book, you will find that this divine doctrine calls for ethics, morals, and
values which would never be limited to any “chosen” race, by a Just and Fair
God. If you need to know what those morals and values are, I advise you to read
the Qur’an by yourself and judge.
Now, moving to the essence of your question. Julia, Islam is the universal relig-
ion addressing all mankind. The meaning of Islam is actually the unconditional
and peaceful submission to the One and Only God, Who is the Creator of exis-
tence. When God refers to Himself in the Qur’an, He does not limit His divinity
to a certain category or sect of humanity. On the contrary, He declares Himself
to be God of all beings and worlds:
*{Praise be to God, the Cherisher and Sustainer of the worlds;}*(Al-Fatihah
1:2).  He never defines himself as the God of all Arabs or even the God of all
Muslims only, but He is God of all things, including all mankind:
*{God is the Creator of all things, and He is the Guardian and Disposer of all
affairs.}*(Az-Zumar 39:62 )
On the other hand, Islam regards any person who submits to the Creator and
who calls to this submission as a true Muslim. According to the Qur’an, all
prophets who called to the idea of submitting to God, throughout the history of
humanity, are true Muslims:
*{Say: "We believe in God, and in what has been revealed to us and what was
revealed to Abraham, Isma'il, Isaac, Jacob, and the Tribes, and in (the Books)
given to Moses, Jesus, and the prophets, from their Lord: We make no distinc-
tion between one and another among them, and to God do we bow our will (in
Islam)."}*(Aal `Imran 3:84)
Accordingly, prophets and messengers sent by God to call mankind to Islam
were not mostly Arabs, but they were from different nations, backgrounds and
races. Among the Arab ones were Prophet Salih and Messenger Muhammad, the
last of all prophets (peace be upon them all).
Thus, Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings be upon him) is considered
God’s final messenger to all mankind, not to Arabs or people of the Prophet’s
time only. God has declared this repetitively and explicitly in the Qur’an, when
He addressed or mentioned Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him): *{We
sent thee not, but as a Mercy for all creatures.}* (Al-Anbiyaa' 21:107)
*{We have not sent thee but as a universal (Messenger) to mankind, giving them
glad tidings, and warning them (against sin), but most men understand not.}*
(Saba' 34:28)
*{Say: "O mankind! I am sent unto you all, as the Apostle of God, to Whom
belongeth the dominion of the heavens and the earth: there is no god but He: it is
He That giveth both life and death. So believe in God and His Apostle, the
Unlettered Prophet, who believeth in God and His words: follow him that (so)
ye may be guided."}*(Al-A`raf 7:158)
*{Blessed is He who sent down the criterion to His servant, that it may be an
admonition to all creatures;}*(Al-Furqan 25:1)
I would also like to add that since Islam is God’s last universal message to all
His servants, conveyed through His final messenger, Prophet Muhammad (peace
be upon him), its principles strongly support the concept of equality between all
mankind. Islam emphasizes that the criterion that ranks one person higher than
another is never his race, color, kind, nationality or wealth, but rather, it is his
devotion, piety, and strength of faith. For Allah, there is no distinction between
an Arab and a non-Arab except according to the piety of the believer. In addi-
tion, the Qur’an also confirms this principle:
*{O mankind! We created you from a single (pair) of a male and a female, and
made you into nations and tribes, that ye may know each other (not that ye may
despise (each other). Verily the most honoured of you in the sight of God is (he
who is) the most righteous of you. And God has full knowledge and is well
acquainted (with all things).}*(Al-Hujurat 49:13)
This principle was always fulfilled and proved throughout the history of Islam.
Numerous non-Arab figures played fundamental roles in supporting the founda-
tion of the Islamic civilization throughout its history. Worth mentioning are the
great companions of the Prophet like Salman the Persian, Sohaib the Roman and
Bilal the African, along with others. Those great companions played fundamen-
tal roles in spreading Islam when it was still in its early ages. They were also
known to be of great devotion and piety among the companions of Prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon him).
Later, in the history of the Islamic civilization, among the greatest scholars spe-
cialized in the different disciplines of Islamic studies, were many non-Arab fig-
ures. Among the numerous great Islamic empires, there were many non-Arab
rulers. An important example is the Ottoman Empire. It was a powerful Muslim
Turkish empire, that dominated the Muslim world since the mid of the 16th cen-
tury till the beginning of the 20th century.
The criterion of bondage between the individuals of the Muslim nation is not
their race, but rather, it is their sincere belief and submission to the One and
Only God. Yes, it is a fact that Arabs played a major role in the history of Islam,
especially in its early ages, for they served as a means for communicating this
great religion to all mankind. This is due to more than one reason, among which
is that God’s final messenger was an Arab. If he was not so, and if he was from
any other race, his people would have played the same role carried out by the
Arabs. Actually, statistics prove that Islam has spread enormously among non-
Arabs and that Arabs make up only 20% of the Muslim nation today.

Actually, the impression you have reminded me of some words I heard from
Yusuf Islam. He is the former famous singer Cat Stevens. In one of his speeches,
after he converted to Islam, he said that he was shocked and surprised when he
first read the Qur’an. This was because he had always thought, like you, that
Islam is some kind of religion related to Arabs or Turks. He thought that in read-
ing the Qur’an, he would find it to be a book that glorifies the history of Arabs
or Turks. On the contrary, he found that it was a book that admitted the divine
messages of all the previous prophets, whom he read about before in the Bible.
He found nothing that glorified Arabs, Turks or any other race! It was a book
that glorified only Allah, God, the Creator, and according to Yusuf Islam, the
book didn’t even glorify Muhammad, the man who conveyed it to humanity. 
To conclude, what I am trying to clarify is that Islam is the final message from
our Beloved Great Creator, calling upon all mankind to submit peacefully to
Him and to His divine doctrine. It is the divine message that teaches equality
between mankind and that God judges any person only according to his honest
sincerity and nothing else.

Lauren Booth 

laurenbooth) 

Ask About Islam
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Markets hit multi-week lows as
U.S. nears action on Syria

Middle East markets slumped to multi-week lows on Last
Wednesday after the United States moved a step closer to launching punitive
strikes against Syrian President Bashar al-Assad following his forces’
alleged use of poison gas.
Russian President Vladimir Putin signaled a readiness to drop his opposition
if Damascus were proven to have carried out a chemical weapons attack.
Putin’s comments come after two key figures in the U.S. Congress backed
U.S. President Barack Obama's call for a strike on Syria, which is due to
vote on the issue next week as fears escalate that such action could widen
the conflict and disrupt oil supplies from the region.
Dubai’s bourse tumbled 3.7 percent to an eight-week low as many retail
investors opted to cut their market exposure.
“Everything is in risk-off mode and given the scale of the fall, this is retail
investors staying cautious,” said Amer Khan, fund manager at Shuaa Asset
Management.
“These are headline-driven fears as local fundamentals haven’t changed. In
the medium term, even if there is a limited attack, it will benefit the UAE in
terms of capital inflows – it has in the past and I don’t expect it to change
now.” Small-caps stocks that saw heavy speculative buying in recent weeks
were hardest hit. Blue chips will likely outperform in the near term as inves-
tors seek companies with strong fundamentals, analysts said.
Abu Dhabi’s index fell 2.3 percent and Qatar lost 1.9 percent, also hitting
eight-week lows.

Kuwait’s bourse dropped 2.6 percent in its ninth straight loss to slump to its
lowest finish since April 24.
“The game changes a little bit now - we will have more volatility in the mar-
kets and it will be closely linked to Syria news flow,” said Sebastien Henin,
portfolio manager at The National Investor.
“As long as GCC countries are far from the conflict, I don’t see a reason to
be pessimistic from an economic point of view,” Henin said.
Saudi Arabia’s measure fell 2.2 percent to its lowest close since July 3.
Wednesday’s drop cut 2013 gains to 12.7 percent.
The retail sector benchmark dropped 3.7 percent. It hit an all-time high in
mid-August, but prices have fallen sharply as investors booked gains.
The banking index fell 2.1 percent and petrochemical sector’s measure lost
1.7 percent, despite higher oil prices. Brent crude traded above $115 per
barrel at 1246 GMT.
Elsewhere, Egypt’s main benchmark slipped 0.1percent, extending 2013
losses to 5 percent. Selling was capped on the bourse as bargain hunters
stepped in.
Shares in Arabia Cotton Ginning surged 9.9percent, up for a third day. Trad-
ers said the firm may transform into a real estate company and use its land
holdings to build properties. The Egyptian Financial Supervisory Authority
approved the firm’s request to hold an extraordinary general meeting to look
into amending the company’s objectives.
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Egypt expels
Al-Jazeera 

foreign 
freelancers

Egypt on Last Sunday expelled three
foreign journalists working as free-
lancers for Al-Jazeera television's
English channel, the state news
agency MENA reported.
Airport security officials, quoted by
MENA, said the three men left on a
flight to London.
Correspondent Wayne Haye, a New
Zealander, South African cameraman
Adil Bradlow and Irish producer Russ
Finn were arrested last Tuesday while
covering the political crisis in Egypt.
Police said they did not have press
accreditation.
The Qatar-based channel said last
week: "There has also been a cam-
paign against Al-Jazeera, in particu-
lar, as the channel's offices were
raided last month and security forces
seized equipment which has yet to be
returned."
Egyptian authorities and local media
have accused Al-Jazeera of biased
reporting on the popularly-backed
coup that toppled Islamist president
Mohamed Morsi on July 3 and on its
bloody aftermath.
The government has levelled similar
accusations against other foreign
media.
Police have also detained a corre-
spondent for Al-Jazeera's Arabic
channel, Abdullah al-Shami, and
Mohamed Badr, a cameraman for its
Egyptian affiliate, for more than a
month.
On Friday, the interior ministry said
police seized two vans with four cam-
eras and transmission equipment
belonging to Al-Jazeera's Egypt affili-
ate, Al-Jazeera Mubasher Misr.
According to state media, the govern-
ment has called for the closure of the
news channel, which has already relo-
cated much of its operations to Qatar.
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BREAD & BUTTER
(Arab American Poems)

month.
And it was in a holy month, Mon-
sieur,
that the soldiers left the belly
of Troy's wooden beast. Forget
love of country or the glory of con-
quest.
It was rampant buggery, Monsieur,
darkness, thirst from eating olives
and dried fruit. This yellow wish
belonged to my cousin who lost his
legs
in Gallipoli, and is now deaf in one
ear.
A simple wish. Monsieur, don't
leave.
One franc is like a bucket from the
sea.
Take these pebbles I found in my
loaf.
They could have fallen from
Christ's sandals
on the day he rode to Jerusalem.
They could have been stuck for
days
among miracles, lodged in the bone
mounds of his holy fish.

*********************
Khaled Mattawa was born in Ben-
ghazi, the second largest city in Libya where
he spent his childhood and early teens. In
1979 he emigrated to the United States. He
lived in the South for many years, finishing
high school in Louisiana and completing
bachelors degrees in political science and
economics at the University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga. He went on to earn an MA in
English and an MFA in creative writing from
Indiana University where he taught creative
writing. He was a professor of English and
Creative Writing at California State Univer-
sity, Northridge.
His work has appeared in Poetry, The Ken-
yon Review, Blackbird, Crazyhorse, New
England Review, Callaloo, Poetry East,
Michigan Quarterly Review, The Iowa
Review, Black Warrior Review and The
Pushcart Prize XIX, The Best American
Poetry 1997 anthologies.
Khaled Mattawa began writing poetry in late
1980s. His first collection of poems was pub-
lished 1995. He then started working on
translating Arabic poetry of renowned Arab
poets into English, his first translation Ques-
tions and Their Retinue: Selected Poems of
Iraqi poet Hatif Janabi was published in
1996. He contributed and edited two Anthol-
ogies on Arab American Literature.
Khaled Mattawa is a contributing editor for
Banipal magazine, the leading independent
magazine of contemporary Arab literature
translated into English. He is president of
Radius of Arab American Writers organiza-
tion RAWI.

Monsieur, take this one, the wish
to be a doctor, I have had it
for years. Give it to your daughter,
hang it next to her cross. And this
green one, the wish to have a home,
in heaven, passion fruit dangling,
honey lakes, raspberry wine
streams,
and Gabriel for a neighbor,
wings under the sun, spit-shined
like a pair of well kept model T's,
velvet cape fluttering on a clothes-
line,
from a distance you'd think it's a
cloud.
Yes, of course the same Gabriel
who convinced the skies to rain
wine on Yemen, for centuries
providing the Hadramoutis with the
manna
of pickled fish, among other
prodigious feats. Speaking of mira-
cles,
here's my grandfather's.
He was a slave in the High Court
of Abdulhamid, the last Caliph
of the Sick Man of Europa who,
when the kingdom folded, sold
thousands of horses and concu-
bines.
Even the turbans of Sulaiman
the Magnificent were sold.
The nomads of Anatolia
called them "The Coffers of Wis-
dom,"
and were crushed when they heard
the news.
The Hittites bought a blue turban,
cut it into little pieces and each,
from the toothless grandpa
to the one-eyed babe stitched a
piece
on his sleeve. The Khadrites soaked
a red one in the holy well of Zam-
zam
and drank Sulaiman's wisdom
spoon by spoon. Monsieur,
you are stubborn for a Swede.
Here for two francs, I offer you
the last drops of Magnificence.
Sulaiman, The Lawmaker, he was
big,
a notch or two beneath Moses
and the Seven Mighty Priests.
But who's counting now?
It's my wishes that are for sale.
This green one is my father's;
he prayed for salt in his stew
and a taste of meat every holy

distance. Though we want to be
saved, we hope it is the bakers who
sail by us on a raft.

5

I too am surprised by our neglect of
butter. Can anyone provide a better
answer than birds who live without
keys? It is said that a man with
many keys its trustworthy. Lock-
smiths are continuously tested by
the authorities. Divorces deny them
access to safes. A glass of wine lim-
its their clientele to people locked
out of their cars. Standing in park-
ing lots, these people soon learn the
minute difference between the
familiar and unfamiliar, the freedom
granted by self-effacement. They
begin to reflect on melting and
solidifying, and on the hedonistic
gesture inherent in the whisper of
salt in Norwegian butter.

*****

ISTANBUL, 1923
I own nothing except my wishes.
I wrap them in colored paper
and stack them on shelves. Mister,

Khaled Mattawa
(Libya / United States)

1

What lies beyond sorrow belongs
to feet, automobiles, and the dis-
tances they cover. When leaves
change color no one will say "True,
true, again." Yes, steps in an end-
less ladder, conjectures about the
size of infinity, deviations from the
arrangements of our best compos-
ers. You must ask sopranos about
this; they will tell you all there is to
know.

2

I begin with warm ground under
my feet. It's the old argument about
progress, how today's bakers
deprive us of the dialectics of tooth
and grain, earth and tongue. In
kneading, only the palm is happy
meeting one of its own. There are
times when such encounters end up
in the food chain, the body always
longing to retrieve them for its end-
less famines.

3

There is no escaping the white rose,
the wish for shade on hot summer
days. Such longing may explain the
mystique of dying words. Before
knowing the possibility of redemp-
tion and the credibility of the
redeemer, we must consider why
grave diggers refuse to dig alone.
Some of us die before asking ques-
tions. Some of us consult witch doc-
tors who decipher the lines on
zebras' backs.

4

We turn to bakers and ask what do
they deprive themselves of. At home
they comment on the rice, the
grilled meat or beans. No mention
of bread. You may say that is the
stamp of distance, the transparent
nature of the world's soul. Yes, I
know we live by the apotheosis of
pleasures and sufferings. Then you
and I share a dream of drowning. In
it we cry for help to the shape in the
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The United Arab Emirates :
Leadership Matters

The current book by professor Bob A.Rabboh covered a wide and signifi-
cant areas of socio-economic , political and the UAE's achievements and
prosperity .The above author have assess the relevance , efficiency effec-
tiveness , and identify factors that have facilitated the achievement of the
government's objective. Hence, the UAE has demonstrated unprecedented
developments and accomplishments in countless sector of business , gov-
ernment and daily life. The author has focused on the leadership of the
UAE, and have detailed that the UAE never seems to slow its pace of
growth. Additionally, business in the UAE is remarkable opportunity and
continue to evolve.
The elements of culture of significance, the UAE is composed of peace
loving society.
An important and essential constituent of the UAE,s foreign policy is its
emphasis on the humanitarian effort, which has been adopted since the
establishment of the Federation on December 2,1971.
Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan( may his soul rest in peace) is an
example of outstanding leadership  of all time.With his " unshakable
belief in Arab unity , He began to give serious thought to the unity of the
peoples of the Gulf States, as " the first step on the road to overall Arab
unity " .
Today, the UAE's leadership are multidimensional in skill and orientation
.More importantly, the UAE constitution stresses equality and social jus-
tice. As a result, citizens are among the top worldwide for happiness and
satisfaction ( Survey conducted by the United Nations in April 2012),
Looking at the current President Khalifa Bin Zayed AlNahayan ( 2004-
present) , HH is a confident, ambitious and charismatic leader, who has
captured his people's imagination and admiration.The citizens ( Emiratis
)love the President and their governments .Their love is shown through
hanging the picture of the President and the Ruler of each emirate in their
homes , as well as their businesses . This is not an act of obligation , but
rather as an act of free will , respect and admiration .
There is no shortage of evidence regarding the UAE's increased prosper-
ity. The UAE stands out from the rest of the Middle East and North Africa
region . It leads in commerce, finance, culture, tourism and development .
The position that is occupied by the UAE on the world economic map is
neither temporary nor the outcomes of economic conditions, rather it is
the fruit of continuous efforts on the Federal and local levels.Hence, it is
the political , economic and legal environment of the country that are
attracting the international business community .
LEADERSHIP MATTERS is meant to inspire and motivate other nations as a
model, along with being a source which is sampled periodically as a reminder ot
the business opportunities that exist in the UAE, and the depth of passion and
determination that accompany them .

This book can be used as an invaluable source for the 
following :
* Students and teachers ( educational course curriculum at the undergraduate level
for all college students in the UAE and those studying the Middle East at any
capacity ).
Private and foreign communicators
*Oil and Gas analysis
*Cross cultural communicators
*Bankers and financial sevices
*International Attorneys
*International Business Advisors
*Researchers and travelers
* Those doing business in the GCC countries
*Area Specialists
At this end , you can order the above book by contacting Rabbo1ba@cmich.edu ,
Cell no .313-460-6879
Also, you can order the book from U.S- Emirates Business Group , Inc. P.O.Box
2038 Dearborn, Michigan 48123
United States of America
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Written by : Amir Taheri

Is Vladimir Putin working for Barack Obama? Despite its provocative tone,
the question is not fanciful. When faced with a tough foreign policy deci-
sion, Obama tends to try and wiggle his way out of it.
That tendency has three reasons.
The first is that, despite his African, Asian and American background,
Obama has little understanding of how international politics works. The sec-
ond reason is that Obama built his career around an isolationist theme by
portraying the liberation of Afghanistan and Iraq under President George W.
Bush as a political version of the original sin. Finally, Obama’s aversion to
foreign “adventures” reflects the mood in the United States. Polls show that
a majority of Americans are fed up with the outside world and do not wish
to be sucked into other people’s quarrels—quarrels they often don’t under-
stand.
The problem Obama faces, however, is that the US remains a superpower
with vital and/or important interests across the globe; it cannot simply crawl
back into its isolationist carapace. So, how could he appear to be maintain-
ing America’s position of global leadership without doing anything even
remotely risky?
Enter Putin to furnish an answer.
Obama fixes “red lines” and talks a good talk on this or that issue, but ends
up doing nothing because of Putin’s veto-or, better still, Putin’s threat of
veto. Both men benefit from this pas-de-deux. Obama can project himself as
a principled leader, ready to use the United States’ might in support of just
causes but, sadly, thwarted by Russia’s abuse of its position in the UN
Security Council.
For his part, Putin can pose as the leader who has restored part of the pres-
tige that Russia enjoyed in its previous incarnation as the Soviet Union.
Putin is obsessed with a craving for parity of prestige between the US and
Russia. He knows that he cannot do that in terms of tangible power. Russia’s
GDP of USD 2.2 trillion cannot compare with that of the US’s 16 trillion. In
terms of GDP per capita, Russia stands 77th in the world, while the US is
14th. In military terms, Russia has little to compete with the United States’
global reach, thanks to a massive blue-water navy and a network of bases in
more than 60 countries across the world. Worse still, Russia is caught in a
downward demographic trend while the US has one of the healthiest in the
world.
Putin uses rhetoric to bridge part of that gap. In a recent talk with one of the
satellite television channels he controls through the Kremlin, Putin offered a
glimpse of his deep hatred for the United States. He talked of the US as the
product of ethnic cleansing carried out against America’s native “Indian”
tribes and recalled “the ravages of slavery” before grudgingly admitting that
the Americans “had to create a sort of democracy” because “settlers from
Europe” had to find a way of living together. Putin then made an even more
astonishing claim. Stalin, he said, would not have used the nuclear bomb
against Germany as the US did against Japan in the penultimate phase of the
Second World War. In other words, Stalin was more touched by human feel-
ings than President Harry S. Truman, who ordered the atomic attacks against
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Part of Putin’s anti-Americanism may be due to relative powerlessness.
However, it is also possible that he believes that Russia can regain its inter-
national standing only by assuming the leadership of an anti-American bloc.
Adopting a macho posture, Putin can hide the fact that, today, Russia has
virtually no influence in the Middle East-not even in Syria. Putin is trying to
use what strategists call “denial capacity”: denying an advantage to your real
or imagined adversary even though you get nothing out of it. Thus, even if
Assad were to win and survive in Syria, Russia will reap hardly any benefit.
However, the fact that Assad’s victory and survival could be a setback for
the US and its allies is enough to satisfy a Kremlin that is doing anything for
glory.
Knowingly or not, Obama and Putin complement each other. This is why
they agreed on a cynical project: a Geneva conference on Syria.
The absurdity of that project is self-evident. Why should two powers who
cannot agree on the mildest of resolutions at the Security Council-where
they hold the initiative-do any better in the uncertain atmosphere of a
Geneva conference, where they will be two players among scores of others?
But what happens if Obama is forced to “do something,” something that part
of the US establishment is clamoring for today?
My guess is that Putin will put up with a bellicose pirouette from Obama as
long as that does not lead to regime change in Damascus. If Obama lobs a
few cruise missiles against meaningless targets-as Bill Clinton did against
Sudan and Afghanistan-Putin will make little noise. For him, the best sce-
nario would be for Obama to use a bit of saber-rattling, supported by
declamatory outbursts of the kind that John Kerry indulged himself in this
week, but ultimately do nothing that could tip the balance in favor of the
Syrian rebels.
There is, of course, a possibility that Obama and Putin-partners in this danse
macabre-may use the threat of American “military action” to persuade the
Syrian rebels to attend Geneva II at the same time that the big talking shop
of the United Nations opens its new season next month.
And then, in Geneva and New York, people will talk and talk and talk-while
in Syria, people die and die and die.

Amir Taheri  : was the executive editor-in-chief of the daily Kayhan in Iran
from 1972 to 1979. He has worked at or written for innumerable publica-
tions, published eleven books, and has been a columnist for Asharq Al-
Awsat since 1987. Mr. Taheri has won several prizes for his journalism, and
in 2012 was named International Journalist of the Year by the British Soci-
ety of Editors and the Foreign Press Association in the annual British Media
Awards.
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Written by : Hussein Shobokshi

We are facing an interesting paradox this week, namely the 50th Anniver-
sary of one of the most famous and important speeches in modern history. I
am referring here to the speech made by African-American civil rights
leader Martin Luther King before hundreds of thousands of people in Wash-
ington DC on August 28, 1963, in what has become known as the “I have a
dream” speech.
This was the speech that inspired America’s leaders and people to continue
on the path of affording rights and liberties to America’s black community.
The paradox is in that this anniversary comes at a time when Barack
Obama, the first president of African descent, is in the White House. This is
a crowning achievement that follows many illustrious achievements and
gains by America’s black community.
Many African-Americans have reached Congress and the Senate, while they
have also succeeded in the world of business, presiding of multinational cor-
porations. The positions of chairman of the US Joint Chiefs of Staff, and
even the position of secretary of state, have been held by members of the
African-American community.The same applied to sports, literature and the
arts world in general, as well as TV talk shows.
However, despite all this, there are clear statistics that cannot be ignored,
which strongly emphasize the existence of a massive gap–especially eco-
nomically–between African-Americans and the rest of society. African-
Americans still face greater risks of poverty, illiteracy, family breakdown
and crime. Sociologists blame this on the failure of government develop-
ment plans to include everybody equally.
I looked long and hard at the meaning of Martin Luther King’s great speech,
which inspired the entire world and which Indian leader Mahatma Gandhi
was known to be greatly influenced by. This speech inspired America to
make great strides in the fight against racism, stimulating Washington to
enact courageous laws which engendered freedom and equality. The US
later enacted new laws forcing companies and institutions to provide all
people with the same opportunities and rights, or face severe legal conse-
quences.
If after all that, we believe that the US still has a “huge deficiency” which
needs to be addressed, then what can be said about other societies and the
ghastly racism which exists within them, particularly when they do not even
acknowledge the existence of this phenomenon?
In short, these are broken societies who divide their members in a despica-
ble and appalling way. These are societies which do not acknowledge the
presence of a problem and deny it to the extent where government institu-
tions become segregated; accepting only members of the same sect or eth-
nicity. In this case, these same institutes become nothing more than a tool
for corruption and corrupting, in complete ignorance and mismanagement.
Racism is a malignant disease, and the failure to address it seriously leads to
destructive social catastrophes. It is something the US decision-makers rec-
ognize very well. They are trying to address its damaging effects once again
because the US will face the same challenges and dangers with the growing
Latino community, which is now one of the fastest growing communities in
the United States, and has a hugely important presence in the most impor-
tant states, such as Florida, Texas, California and New York.
Fifty years have passed since this inspirational and striking speech, but there
is a lesson which has yet to reach the world. It is not an issue of stopping
racist chants in football grounds, but criminalizing racism in all its forms.
Only then will societies be righteous and virtuous.

* Hussein Shobokshi: is a businessman and prominent columnist. Mr. Shobokshi hosts the
weekly current affairs program Al-Takreer on Al-Arabiya, and in 1995 he was chosen as one of
the "Global Leaders for Tomorrow" by the World Economic Forum. He received his BA in Politi-
cal Science and Management from the University of Tulsa.
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Cute new critter found in South
American forests

-Agencies- A lap-sized critter that looks like a mix between a raccoon and a
teddy bear was unveiled as the first new carnivore in the Western Hemi-
sphere in 35 years. Scientists say the olinguito has actually been around for
ages, in zoos, museums and in the forests of Ecuador and Colombia, but was
mistaken for its larger cousin, the olingo. A big clue that this tree-crawling
animal was something unusual was that it never wanted to breed with the
olingo, experts said. The new species, named Bassaricyon neblina, is now
understood to be the smallest member of the same family as raccoons, kin-
kajous and olingos. With wide, round eyes and tiny claws that help it cling
to branches, the olinguito can jump between trees. It feasts mainly on fruit
but also eats insects. Its discovery, which took a decade of research, is
described in the August 15 edition of the journal ZooKeys. As part of the
journey, scientists realized that museum specimens of the olinguito had been
collected from higher elevations -- 5,000 to 9,000 feet (1,500-2,700 meters)
above sea level -- in the Andes Mountains than olingos were known to
inhabit. DNA analysis was also done to differentiate the olinguitos from
their cousins. The olinguito was smaller, with a differently shaped head and
teeth. Its orange-brown coat was also longer and denser.
And when researchers took to the South American forests to see if the crea-
tures were still around in the wild, they were not disappointed.
They found plenty of olinguitos in the cloud forests of the western Andes,
and noted that the creatures are active at night. The two-pound (one-
kilogram) animals also appear to prefer staying in the trees and have one
baby at a time instead of several. "The cloud forests of the Andes are a
world unto themselves, filled with many species found nowhere else, many
of them threatened or endangered," said Kristofer Helgen, curator of mam-
mals at the Smithsonian's National Museum of Natural History.
"We hope that the olinguito can serve as an ambassador species for the
cloud forests of Ecuador and Colombia, to bring the world's attention to
these critical habitats.Helgen and his fellow researchers on the project esti-
mate that 42 percent of historic olinguito habitat has already been converted
to agriculture or urban areas. There are four sub-species of the olinguito,
and they are not being classified as endangered. Experts believe there must
be many thousands of them, possibly even in Venezuela and Peru.
At least one olinguito from Colombia was exhibited in several zoos in the
United States during the 1960s and 1970s, researchers said.
Back in the 1920s, a zoologist in New York was said to have found the olin-
guito so unusual that he thought it might be a new species, but he did not
publish any research to document the discovery. "Proving that a species
exists and giving it a name is where everything starts," said Helgen. "This is
a beautiful animal, but we know so little about it. How many countries does
it live in? What else can we learn about its behavior? What do we need to do
to ensure its conservation?" According to the Smithsonian, the most recent
new meat-eating mammal found in the Western Hemisphere was the Colom-
bian weasel in 1978. A mongoose-like carnivorous mammal that is native to
Madagascar was found in 2010.

Spitzer space telescope: Ten years of
amazing views

Before the Spitzer space telescope launched on 25 August 2003, a lot lay
hidden in the dark corners of the Universe. One of Nasa's four Great Obser-
vatories (other siblings were Compton Gamma Ray Observatory, the Chan-
dra X-ray Observatory, and the Hubble space telescope), Spitzer was differ-
ent in that it was designed to detect the Universe's infrared radiation, in
which cooler things like planets appear relatively brighter, and hot things
like stars relatively dimmer. This allows it to peer into interstellar dust
clouds and stretches of deep space that appeared unexciting to ordinary tele-
scopes. The telescope has studied comets and asteroids, it has helped to
detect far-flung galaxies, and it even discovered soccer-ball-shaped carbon
spheres called buckyballs. It was the first to detect light coming from a
planet outside our solar system, and discovered the largest of Saturn's many
rings. Even though it ran out of the helium coolant needed to use its far-
infrared detectors in 2009, two detectors have continued to provide striking
images of the Universe. Nasa says that Spitzer will continue to explore the
cosmos in its second decade of operation. For instance, it will attempt to
examine a small near-Earth asteroid named 2009 DB to better determine its
size, which the space agency says will help them understand potential can-
didates for its asteroid capture and redirection mission.
But for now, we at BBC Future want to wish Spitzer a very happy anniver-
sary, and celebrate this by showing some of its most memorable images
over the decade.
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US Open to boast two stadium roofs by 2018

The US Open will become the third Grand Slam tennis event to have
a roof to protect main-stadium matches from rain and will have two
covered venues by 2018. A $550 million renovation project will see

a $100 million retractable roof covering Arthur Ashe Stadium as
soon as 2016, US Tennis Association (USTA) officials said Monday
as the year's final Grand Slam tournament began on the Flushing
Meadows hardcourts.
That two-year protect, to be finished by 2017 at the latest, will be
followed by the building of a new roofed Louis Armstrong Stadium
to be done in 2017 or 2018. "The players have given us feedback
over the years that they would like a roof," USTA president Dave
Haggerty said. "A lot of the things we have done will really enhance
the player experience."

US Open men's finals have been postponed by rain to Monday for
the past five years. This year and next, the men's final is scheduled
for a Monday in a move to give players a rest day between the semi-
finals and finals.
Wimbledon and the Australian Open already boast main stadiums
with coverings while the French Open will begin construction of a
roof in 2015 with completion set for 2018.
Sessions wiped out by rain have proven costly to the USTA in prior
years, although USTA executive director Gordon Smith said the
washouts did not cost organizers any television revenue.

"There have been several years where we have had multiple sessions
lost and we were offering ticket exchanges, so there has been a
financial impact," said National Tennis Center chief operating offi-
cer Danny Zausner.
The roof on Ashe will consist of a flexible translucent fabric
stretched over a steel frame like an umbrella over the 23,000, sup-
ported by eight steel columns surrounding the stadium. It will take
only five minutes to deploy.
The heavy duty roof fabric has a lifespan of more than 30 years and
can support snow piles if necessary as well as hold up to safety rules
created in the wake of Hurricane Sandy devastation in the region.
Video screens will be moved to the corners of the stadium and light-
ing will move into the steel girders that provide roofing support.
And it's cheaper than the prior plans considered when looking at a
roof for Ashe in the past few years. 

"The cost of the roof now is substantially lower than it was in earlier
designs," Smith said. "Matt (Rosetti, the roof planner) has done a
great job at value engineering something that is affordable." Under
the renovation plan, the US Open would not lose any courts during
remodeling, although temporary stands might be used at Louis Arm-
strong Stadium one year during the rebuilding process, which will
see the adjacent grandstand relocated to the opposite corner of the
faciltiy.
Stadium capacities will also grow, allowing organizers to sell 10,000
more tickets for each day session. The 8,000-seat Grandstand will
have 2,000 more seats than the current one. The new Armstrong Sta-
dium will boast 15,000 setas, 4,500 more than now.
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The heavy duty roof fabric has a lifespan of more than 30 years and
can support snow piles if necessary as well as hold up to safety rules
created in the wake of Hurricane Sandy devastation in the region.
Video screens will be moved to the corners of the stadium and light-
ing will move into the steel girders that provide roofing support.
And it's cheaper than the prior plans considered when looking at a
roof for Ashe in the past few years. 

"The cost of the roof now is substantially lower than it was in earlier
designs," Smith said. "Matt (Rosetti, the roof planner) has done a
great job at value engineering something that is affordable." Under
the renovation plan, the US Open would not lose any courts during
remodeling, although temporary stands might be used at Louis Arm-
strong Stadium one year during the rebuilding process, which will
see the adjacent grandstand relocated to the opposite corner of the
faciltiy.
Stadium capacities will also grow, allowing organizers to sell 10,000
more tickets for each day session. The 8,000-seat Grandstand will
have 2,000 more seats than the current one. The new Armstrong Sta-
dium will boast 15,000 setas, 4,500 more than now.
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2014 Porsche Panamera S E-Hybrid,
charged and ready: Motoramic Drives

By Lawrence Ulrich -yahoo- For decades, whipping someone in a Porsche
was all about speed. But on this day, after 33 miles through the Bavarian
Alps in the Porsche Panamera S E-Hybrid, I’m claiming a strange new vic-
tory: Crushing, in-your-face fuel economy. Those 33 miles, you see, were
accomplished entirely on electricity, beating my more lead-footed journalist
colleagues. Not once did the Porsche’s supercharged V-6 fire up over those
33 mountain miles - though when it did, this Panamera still shot from 0-60
mph in 5.2 seconds, amassing a combined 416 hp from its gasoline engine
and robust 95-horse electric motor.

The first plug-in hybrid in Porsche history is everything the flawed (and
now defunct) Fisker Karma was supposed to be: Genuinely luxurious,
roomy, quiet and fast. The Porsche is also more satisfying than any plug-in
hybrid before it, as it should be for a car that starts at $99,975, nearly triple
the post-rebate price of a Chevy Volt.

Unlike any previous plug-in hybrid, including the Fisker, Volt or Toyota
Prius, the Porsche can quickly and fully recharge its lithium-ion battery
while driving on gasoline – not simply recycle scraps of energy from brak-
ing. It's a breakthrough the industry has been waiting for.
The Porsche is tailor made for a coming world in which cities may bar gas-
oline cars from entering city gates – or charge hefty fees to do so, as Lon-
don is already doing with a roughly $15 to $17 congestion charge. The Por-
sche allows an owner to start the day clocking 22 miles or more on electric-
ity, and then to restore that battery power while driving. So when the Por-
sche hybrid pulls into London, even after hundreds of miles of driving, it
can have a topped-off battery ready to go, making it essentially an electric
car for urban use.

Compared with last year’s conventional Panamera Hybrid, the plug-in
model’s battery is five times as powerful – with 9.4 kilowatt hours of lith-
ium-ion juice – but fits into the same amount of space. The entire hybrid
system, including that 95-hp electric motor that doubles the previous out-
put, weighs just 120 pounds more than before.
Despite weighing nearly 5,000 pounds - about 400 more than the 4S model
- the E-Hybrid’s 4.9-second scamper to 60 mph trails the 4S by just 0.3 sec-
onds. Drivers can operate the Porsche in full-electric mode at the touch of a
button, at speeds up to 83 mph. Want more power? Push the gas pedal past
a certain point, and a piston in the throttle assembly fires the engine for
impressive acceleration. Or drive in hybrid mode, and the Porsche’s parallel
hybrid system mixes and matches gas and electric power as the situation
demands – picture a Toyota Prius, only one that tops out at 167 mph.

Press the E-Charge button – that call is always up to you -- and the super-
charged V-6 both propels the car and juices up the battery: For every 1.5
miles I drove, the Porsche returned about 1 mile of driving range to the bat-
tery; in other words, you can fully recharge the battery over 35 or 40 miles
of driving. You do burn a bit more fuel to recharge in motion, so it’s more
efficient and cost-effective to plug in whenever possible. But even as some
power is diverted to refill the battery, the Porsche’s supercharged V-6 has
power aplenty for passing, merging, or just plain fun.

Officially, Porsche says the Hybrid can cover 22 miles on battery power
alone. But my admittedly gentle driving produced 33 miles, 50 percent bet-
ter than the estimate, proving that 22 miles will be a breeze in real-world
operation. The S E-Hybrid includes a free 240-volt home charger that
recharges the battery in less than 2.5 hours, and recharging on a standard
household plug takes about five hours. A smartphone app lets users
remotely pre-heat or cool the Porsche using wall current instead of wasting
battery juice, or remotely schedule and monitor charging.

The EPA hasn’t assigned the Porsche an official economy rating, under its
newfangled mpg-e system, or the electric equivalent to a gallon of gasoline.
But last year’s conventional hybrid was rated at 22/30 mpg in city and high-
way driving, and 25 mpg combined. Porsche estimates that the new model
burns up to 50 percent less fuel, and we figure a driver can easily keep the S
E-Hybrid above 30 mpg in real-world use. And remember, every electric
mile traveled, when that juice comes from plug-in current, will cost roughly
one-third the price of premium unleaded.
At the Schloss Elmau – the same Alpine castle where Porsche hosted the
first Panamera drives four years ago – Porsche also showed the full batta-
lion of 2014 Panamera models. Modestly reworked for 2014, this four-seat
GT had skeptics howling at its debut, but despite its Quasimodo profile, the
Panamera’s blend of performance and practicality has made it another
worldwide hit much like the Cayenne SUV.

The big change for all 2014 Panameras: Porsche’s new, 3.0-liter bi-turbo V-
6 produces an estimable 420 hp. That V-6 may not growl as seductively as
the 4.8-liter V-8 it replaces. But the turbo-boosted V-6 delivers 20 more
horses and a broader torque curve than the V-8, and drinks far less fuel.
Porsche designers strived to gussy up the 2014 Panamera, but all the styling
changes in the world won’t make the Panamera a beautiful car; it still looks
best in black and other dark colors that play up its technical, all-business
demeanor. It may look like a mutt, but the Panamera slaps the pretty pure-
breds – the Audi A7, Mercedes CLS or BMW 6-Series Gran Coupe – silly
when it comes to handling and driving fun.

And that form was always about pure function, allowing a back seat that
comfortably fits even six-foot, four-inch adults. The “budget” choice
remains the standard Panamera, starting at $79,075 with its 310-hp V-6, or
$83,775 for the all-wheel-drive Panamera S. Upped to 520 hp, the $142,275
Panamera Turbo remains the Autobahn ruler, while the 550-hp Turbo S
model takes a hiatus. But it’s expected back for 2015, with a boost to per-
haps 570 horses.

Nearly as long as a Mercedes S-Class, the Executive model seems an odd
duck in the American lineup; especially priced from $126,575 for the 4S
Executive, and $162,075 for the Turbo Executive. It’s hard to see many
American Porsche fans – who sit in the driver’s seat, not the back – paying
an eye-popping $20,000 to $28,000 extra for a stretched version.
Last but certainly not least, the Panamera GTS gets a 10-horsepower bump
to 430 hp from its naturally aspirated 4.8-liter V-8. But while it’s not as bru-
tally fast as the Turbo – the GTS runs a “mere” 4.2 seconds to 60 mph, with
a 179-mph top speed – the GTS remains the connoisseur’s choice, with a
firmer suspension than even the Turbo, a lowered body, and a “sound sym-
poser” that pipes glorious exhaust music into the cabin.

All models save the S E-Hybrid feature Porsche’s brilliant, seven-speed
PDK automatic transmission, one of the smoothest, fastest dual-clutch gear-
boxes on the planet. (The Hybrid gets an eight-speed, paddle-shifted Tip-
tronic automatic) The PDK also fully decouples the engine from the trans-
mission when you let off the gas. That clever coasting mode lets the engine
idle or even shut off to save fuel. But the Panamera S E-Hybrid stands as
this year's engineering feat. Think about it: A four-passenger, 416 hp Por-
sche that can cover a reasonable daily commute without drinking a drop of
gasoline. Let the naysayers sneer, but you’re looking at the future.
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Politics is spilling in again to Egypt’s film scene. Now that the Turkish
government has taken a stance against that of Egypt’s, actress Samira
Ahmad finally has the excuse she need to no longer partner with Turkish
actors in her drama "Qalb Umm" (The Heart of a Mother).
The Egyptian actress had already joined sides with the multitude of co-
patriot actors that are frustrated with how Turkish soaps are taking over
Arab television, but now she has the political backing to make her decision
to give them the boot from being in her film.
According to Sayidaty.net, Samira said, "I cannot present a joint Turkish
project that has Turkish actors who stand against Egypt. Therefore I have
agreed with producer of the drama Safwat Ghatas to overlook the idea of
using Turkish actors and substitute them for Arab actors." She added that the
male leading actor of the drama has an Egyptian mother, played by Samira
herself, who is kidnapped and is taken to Turkey, and for this reason it is not
necessary that he be from a Turkish father.
Samira said that at first Egypt was going through different crises and there
were strong ties between Egypt and Turkey and she thought it was an
opportunity to introduce Egyptian art to Turkey. Now those days are past,
and she’s moving on.

 

Peace out, Turkish actors! Samira
Ahmad gives ‘em the boot

Sweden’s Malmo Arab film
festival set to break boundaries

This year’s Malmo Arab Festival in Sweden will screen more than 100 Arab
films in a bid to facilitate cross-cultural exchange, it is set to run from
September 2-8. Directed by Mohammed Keblawi, the festival will showcase
films from countries around the region including Palestine, Qatar, Syria,
United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia. The festival will also honor a
number of Arab actors and industry experts for their contributions to the
world of Arab cinema, television and theatre. Egyptian actress Lebleba and
Palestinian actor Mohamed Bakri are both set to be awarded for their role in
developing the arts, reported Egyptian news outlet Al-Bawaba this week.
The event will feature a number of workshops under the theme “Feminism
in Arab cinema” which will see 10 female filmmakers from Sweden and
Egypt participating in seminars, lectures and networking events.

Nicole Saba shows her newborn
Nicole Junior some Twitter love

Lebanese singer Nicole Saba has given birth to a beautiful baby
daughter named Nicole Junior. The happy mamma posted a letter on
her Twitter account in dedication to her cutesy baby. 

In the letter, Nicole wrote that being a mother is the greatest gift
from God, one that's filled with genuine feelings of love, affection,
responsibility, fear and unselfishness. She further expressed just how
blessed she is with the miracle of life.

The baby mamma said that she's now living through the most
important period of her life and prays that God protects her and all
the other children of the world from any harm, as they're angels on
Earth.

Nicole may have been super taken by her baby, but she still had time
to thank her fans for congratulating her and her husband, Youssef El
Khal, on becoming parents. She tweeted: “Thanks to all my fans for
their kind tweets; I've missed you all greatly but you understand that
at this point in time I must spend all my time with my baby. I love
you all and your prayers.”




